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Abstract

Threatening communication has received research attention from the perspective

of psychology and behavioral analysis for threat assessment purposes, and linguistics

for pragmatics research and legal applications. While threats are dangerous in nature

and prevalent in our society, little is known about the linguistic and discursive nature

of threats as a genre, and there are few studies that have empirically tested the

linguistic features of threats in general (Gales, 2010; Muschalik, 2018; Nini, 2017).

Exploring written threats as an underrepresented genre can help us see patterns in

how these types of texts are structured and the linguistic methods people employ

to perform this social action. This knowledge is not only applicable to genre studies

and linguistics, but also practically useful for law enforcement, threat assessment

practitioners, and forensic linguists who deal with this text type regularly.

This study uses analytical tools such as the Rhetorical Structure Theory frame-

work (Mann and Thompson, 1988) to facilitate a rhetorical analysis of the genre,

and uses rhetorical relations to serve as linguistic evidence for the structuring of the

texts. The study also utilizes part of speech tags and dependency syntax to explore

other linguistic features of threatening texts, and compare them to text types in GUM

(Georgetown University Multilayer) corpus. Lastly, this study also contributes a new

corpus, CCT (Corpus of Conditional Threats), to GUM for further linguistic research

on threatening communication.
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This multilayered approach reveals the prototypical generic structure (GSP) of

written conditional threats and the distribution of its salient lexico-grammatical fea-

tures. Overall, this study argues for threatening text as its own genre, and explains

the flexibility of the genre.

Index words: Threatening messages, genre, corpus linguistics, multilayer
corpora
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Listen MARCIANO:

Another reminder-either let EZ CHARLES beat you in that June XXX fight or your

wife and child get bumped off. We’re very familiar with the city of Brockton and the

entire surrounding area. If you think that it is worth the lives of your loved ones to

win an old boxing watch, go ahead. If you do you’ll regret it for the rest of your life.

You’re guaranteed a return in 90 days, ain’t you? Why be so foolish as to ignore this

threat on your loved ones’ lives. Play ball with us; you can take care of CHARLES in

the return match.

Desperate Duo

From FBI vault (Rocky Marciano, File 1)

This authentic threat was sent to the famous boxer, Rocky Marciano, in an effort

to convince the fighter to lose a fight, or face negative consequences for his family.

This is not a letter than anyone would want to receive, but it reminds us of the

severity of threats and their potentially negative impact on society, as threats have

the potential to instill fear in those involved and manipulate participants. This also

makes threatening communication an important area of study. We might not realize

that threats are prevalent in our lives, from a parent threatening punishment on their

children if they do not behave to a teacher threatening a student with detention. But
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threats like these are innocuous and considered legal threats. Illegal threats, however,

are dangerous and can have serious implications. For this reason, threats have been

studied mainly for the purposes of threat assessment (Cornell, 2010; Meloy et al., 2008;

Turner and Gelles, 2012), as individuals and institutions must assess the severity of

a threat to be carried out, potentially leading to destructive behavior.

A notable high profile case study involving a threatening communication was the

Unabomber airliner threat in June of 1995. Theodore Kaczynski, also known as the

Unabomber (UNiversity and Airline BOMBER), threatened to blow up an airline

departing Los Angeles. The threat was taken seriously and lead to increased security

measures in anticipation of a violent attack that was never realized.

Another high profile, however, did not have the same outcome. In the Lindbergh

kidnapping case in 1932, Charles Lindbergh’s 20 month year old son was abducted

from his home. The kidnapper left a threatening ransom note demanding $50,000

and indicated that they had his son, implying that his son was in danger if the

demands were not met. The case caught national attention and brought distress to

the Lindbergh family as well as an exhaustive search effort for the missing child.

While the perpetrator, Bruno Hauptmann, was eventually convicted of the crime, the

Lindbergh baby was found dead near the premises of their home. And even though

the ransom money was delivered to the threatener, the unfavorable consequences of

the threat were still carried out.

These cases highlight some high profile threat scenarios, where details on the case

are well-known and publicly available. But criminal threats happen often. Schools and

universities are one setting where criminal threats are received and analyzed for their

level of intent. The FBI 2018 Active Shooter Report classifies threats as concerning

behavior present in active shooters, and offers a statistic that more than half of 40

active shooters investigated in their study delivered threats (Silver et al., 2018). This
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highlights the fact that studying threats is potentially useful for law enforcement,

threat assessment practitioners, and forensic linguists.

While threats, legal and illegal, are prevalent in our lives, little is known about

the linguistic and discursive nature of threats. In particular, it is unclear how written

threatening texts are organized in terms of generic structure or how rhetorical strate-

gies are used. Additionally, there are few studies that have empirically tested the

lexico-grammatical features of threats (Gales, 2010; Muschalik, 2018; Nini, 2017).

More importantly, there is a lack of comparison of threatening texts to other text

types. Psychological approaches that examine threats for threat assessment purposes

focus on the overall context of a threatening situation and several non linguistic

variables to evaluate the severity of a threat, such as mental health and behavioral

patterns. Consequently, a reason for the lack of language focused studies may be due

to the fact that it is challenging to tell from language alone if a threat will be carried

out. Another reason, less centered on threat assessment, is that data for threats is

difficult to obtain.

The few linguistic studies of threatening communication, focusing on the actual

language, have made use of corpus methodologies as a tool for analysing the linguistic

forms and features of threats as speech acts, contributing to a better understanding

of how people threaten (Muschalik, 2018). Little is also known, however, about the

generic structure of longer complete texts whose main communicative purpose is to

threaten. This includes the macro-structural and lexico-grammatical features of a text

that go beyond the language of the threat itself. This study aims to fill this gap in the

research and examine conditional threatening messages as a specific sub-genre. The

purpose of this thesis is twofold; to investigate the internal makeup of threatening

communication as a genre by leveraging techniques to investigate the structural and

lexico-grammatical features of texts, and explore where this genre is situated among
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other text types. Additionally, this study will naturally contribute to testing linguistic

claims about threats in general.

The multilayer corpus, CCT (corpus of conditional threats), is annotated with

dependency syntax using Stanford Dependencies (Manning et al., 2014) and rhetor-

ical relations under the Rhetorical Structure Theory scheme (Mann and Thompson,

1988) to capture linguistic features and compare them to other text types and genres

in the GUM (Georgetown University Multilayer) corpus. This will reveal significant

differences and similarities between other genres, and perhaps present a starting point

for investigating differences between licit genres and illicit genres (threats, bribery let-

ters, etc.)

This thesis is organized into 5 chapters. Chapter 2 provides background informa-

tion on threatening communication, corpus linguistics, genre studies, and an overview

of the analytical tools for this study, namely, RST and dependency syntax annotation.

Chapter 3 presents the data and methodologies in creating CCT, including data col-

lection, corpus requirements, annotation tools, and coding schemes. Chapter 4 reports

the results from the rhetorical analysis and the genre analysis such as the relations

distributed in the corpus and the prototypical structure of the texts. Additionally, this

study presents findings from investigating the salient grammatical functions within

this genre, and compares them to findings in GUM. Finally, chapter 6 concludes by

discussing implications of the findings and future research directions.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

2.1 What is a Threat

Threats may be expressed orally or in writing (Meloy et al., 2008). They can also

appear in short forms, as in "I will kill you" or expressed in a larger form, as in

the threatening letter sent to Charles Lindbergh. Many threats can appear to be

ambiguous and require context to be interpreted as a threat. Valentine (1995) points

out that the question, Where are you from, can be interpreted as a threat to some

police officers, who, depending on the context, see that as immediately preceding

violence. Threats can also be made for a variety of purposes including to intimidate,

bring about a desired result, challenge authority, call attention to oneself, save face,

demonstrate seriousness, and promote movement in negations1, among others (Fraser,

1998, p.160). While all of these factors contribute to our understanding of threatening

communication, this study will focus more on longer threatening texts to understand

their generic structure and features. Nevertheless, a general understanding of what

threats are and key terminology related to threats will help us to understand the

essence of this genre and the lexico-grammatical features we might expect to see.

At the core of threatening texts, and longer texts in particular, is the threat

itself. The Oxford English Dictionary (OED) , a source used by Muschalik (2018)

as a starting point for the definition of a threatening utterance, defines a threat
1
The example Fraser offers for this threat motivation is If we don’t have a counter-offer

in fifteen minutes, we’re going to declare impasse
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as "A denunciation to a person of ill to befall him; esp. a declaration of hostile

determination or of loss, pain, punishment, or damage to be inflicted in retribution

for or conditionally upon some course; a menace. Also fig. an indication of impending

evil."

This definition summarizes many of the points of what we think about when

considering a threat, such as pain and damage, which speaks to the hostile and

dangerous nature of threats. But the definition of a threat or threatening utterance

have been pushed further, pointing to the felicity conditions for threats as speech acts

(Fraser, 1998), and the formal and functional characteristics of threats (Muschalik,

2018). Contributing to a better linguistic and pragmatic understanding of threats as

speech acts, Fraser proposes three conditions for the illocutionary act of threatening:

C1- The speaker’s intention to personally commit an act (or be responsible for

bringing about the commission of the act)

C2- The speaker’s belief that this act will result in an unfavourable state of the world

for the addressee

C3- The speaker’s intention to intimidate the addressee through the addressee’s

awareness of the intention in C1

Some have contributed to our understanding of threats by focusing on the legal

aspects of a threat and further separated a threat from other closely related speech

acts such as warnings, advising, and promising (Shuy et al., 2005). This distinction

is often of importance in cases where a communication is investigated to see if it is

properly classified as a true criminal threat. In this case, knowing what a threat is

and if those conditions are met can have real consequences for those involved. While

these speech acts can all appear to be the same, there are essential distinctions. One
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of the major distinctions Shuy et al. (2005) points out is that threats are to the

speaker’s benefits and to the hearer’s detriment. On the other hand, it is clear that

warnings and advice serve to help the hearer. Threats are also similar to promises in

that the speaker controls the outcome and similar to both promises and warnings in

that they are from the speaker’s perspective. With this in mind, it is clear that there

is overlap and these speech acts can be difficult to tease apart in legal contexts when

the lines between warnings and threats are blurred. Assuming this fine line between

these speech acts, we can expect threats to deploy the terms warning, advice, or

promise, or other synonymous phrases, in an attempt to mask their threat as another

non criminal speech act and fall within the "plausible deniability" zone. Of course,

using the terms warning or promise do not make it so. One of the major indicators

of a criminal threat, as Shuy points out again, is when "personal or physical harm

is the logical outcome of the action"(p.98). This seems to go along with the point

that threats are for the hearer’s detriment and relate to Fraser’s third condition for

a threat.

2.2 Threat Types

In understanding threats, it is also important to recognize threat types and how they

are categorized, as each threat type also has its own preferred linguistic features

(Muschalik, 2018). For the purposes of this study, I focus on conditional threats to

form a homogeneous sub genre, so a closer overview of threat types will illustrate

how conditional threats diverge from others and what we might expect in written

conditional threatening texts.

The definition of a threat mentioned earlier gives us an idea of what a threat is

more generally, but it also makes a distinction between retribution and conditionality.
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Part of the definition, "or damage to be inflicted in retribution for or conditionally

upon some course; a menace" (OED) points to a dichotomy of two macro functions of

threats proposed by Muschalik (2018); namely retaliative threats and manipulative

threats.

Retaliative threats are described more clearly by Muschalik as post-event threats,

where the point of utterance is after an event which the speaker references as a cause

of the threat. An example of this is , "Van Ripper: You made a mistake. You will die

hard. Your demie" (p.133). As the name suggests, the threat is made in retaliation

to some event, and it is also important to notice that the threatener is not providing

alternative choices or paths for a different outcome of the event. Muschalik expands on

this idea by saying that the relationship between the target and speaker’s action is one

of consequence, which is often postulated as a general discourse relation. Manipulative

threats, on the other hand, are indicated by the speaker’s utterance occurring pre-

event, allowing a threatener to manipulate the target into changing the course of

events. This is expressed by conditions to be carried out and its consequences, as

in the example, "If you call the police, I will kill you." This highlights a contingent

relationship between the threatener and the target’s action.

Other typologies for threats proposed in the literature include direct threats,

conditional threats, and indirect/veiled threats, as proposed by Napier and Mardigian

(2003) and utilized by Gales (2010). These categories can be defined like so:

Direct : the threat specifies clearly all circumstances in which the harmful action will

be carried out

Conditional : the threat is presented as a condition with a request for the recipient to

carry out the action.

Veiled/Indirect : the threat is not conditional and not precise regarding its circum-
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stances

Taking direct threats as a starting point, we can see from the definition that these

are clear and understandable. An example Fraser (1998) gives for this type is "stop

talking or i’m going to punish you"(p.167). Here, the speaker communicates that

in the circumstance that talking continues, a harmful action, or punishment will be

carried out. As can be seen from examples, this harmful action can be physical or

emotional and is defined as "an unfavorable state of the world"(Fraser, 1998, p.168).

Further expanding on this typology, Fraser (1998) notes that within direct threats,

threateners express intention to perform the unfavorable act but that the unfavorable

result for the target has to be inferred. So even within direct threats, there is a certain

amount of inference that has to take place.

Conditional threats inherently have a condition, usually conditions that the

addressee has to carry out to avoid the unfavorable condition. And it is clear that

there can be overlap between direct threats and conditional threats. In fact, Fraser

(1998) claims that most direct verbal threats are conditional. And just as direct

threats can be transparent and easy to identify, so are conditional threats because

they reveal the speaker’s intention and the probable sanctions imposed on the

addressee (Limberg, 2009, p.1382). We can also see that this threat type falls into

the manipulative threat category proposed by Muschalik (2018). This is because con-

ditional threats presuppose some conditions that are offered in order to manipulate

the addressee into doing or not doing something, and which is also pre-eventive.

The last category for threats is the indirect or veiled threat. Intuitively these

threats can be difficult to identify, because the unfavorable act is not present but has

to be inferred by the addressee. This might occur in contexts where the speaker and

target know each other and can refer to specific background knowledge, or in cases
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where threateners attempt to evade legal consequences by employing underspecificity.

An example of an indirect threat given by Shuy (1993) is , "How’s David?" (p.99). This

example shows that the speaker does not have to explicitly express ability or intention

to act or unfavorable consequences. A veiled threat, therefore, could theoretically be

any utterance as long as the right context leads this to be interpreted as a threat.

Since conditional threats have been demonstrated to be relatively easier to identify,

this study focuses on narrowing the texts to conditional threats, although conditional

threats can also be more or less direct and specific. Another motivation for focusing

on conditional threats is that they contain a demand to be followed and a set of

consequences if those conditions are not fulfilled, effectively implying that this threat

type can have predictable stages, and consequently whole texts that fall within a

communicative purpose. To that end, it will be helpful to review linguistic features

of threats in general and conditional threats in particular.

2.2.1 Linguistic Features of Threats

If one had to identify an example of a direct verbal or written threat, they could do so.

But pinpointing the explicit linguistic forms used to make these threats may prove

more difficult. Muschalik (2018) brings attention to the fact that in the literature

on threatening communication, some have argued for an indeterminate structure to

threats (Fraser, 1998; Limberg, 2008). This is especially true of indirect threats as

noted earlier, which because of their unspecified demands and details, can theoreti-

cally be realized as any linguistic form. However, Muschalik (2018) points out that

the literature still suggests there exist typical linguistic features and syntactic forms

of threats. In looking at these features, we can also predict what we might expect to

see in whole texts whose communicative purpose is to threaten.
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One of the more prevalent features associated with threatening language is con-

ditionality and conditional language. Limberg (2008) makes note that this form is

prototypically identified as the "if-then" form. This seems to be naturally present in

conditional threats, which contain conditions and therefore have conditional clauses.

Since threats also tend to signal unfavorable actions that will be carried out, it is

claimed that threats are time imperative (Turner and Gelles, 2012, p. 98), expressing

the need to take action in the immediate future. Fraser (1998) claims that this is

linguistically signalled by the expressions, "will, am going to, have to"(p.168). This

would suggest that threats employ deontic modals. In larger texts, this may point to

the presence of a plan of action to follow or actions that the speaker intends to carry

out- a sequential pattern that can be captured in this corpus-based genre analysis.

Gales (2010) discusses a another linguistic tendency of threats, namely the use

of personal pronouns. This feature was associated with threatening communication

not only by scholars of threat assessment (Turner and Gelles, 2012), but also by stu-

dents, as exemplified in her survey of student ideologies on threatening language. In

this survey, 100 undergraduate students ages 19-24 were asked to describe the lan-

guage they thought to be most important to threats, and served as a community of

practice that represented the layperson who had fewer experiences with authentic

threats compared to scholars and threat assessment practitioners. Many of the stu-

dents reported the use of "you, you all" as examples of salient pronouns in threats,

making up 37% of student responses2. Therefore, since this feature is claimed to be

important to threats by both threat assessment practitioners and laypeople, it might

also prove to be frequent in larger conditional threatening texts.
2
Gales tested this claim and confirmed it by discovering high usages of second person

pronouns in CTARC (Communicated Threat Assessment Reference Corpus)
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More distinct lexical tendencies of threatening language include the use of pro-

fanity (Gales, 2010, p.95-96), mention of weapons (Turner and Gelles, 2012, p.18),

and violent verbs such as "kill, die, hurt, beat, destroy, slice, murder" (Gales, 2010,

p.96).

Many of the linguistic features have been mentioned indirectly in other literature

on behavioral psychology and sociology, as observed by Gales (2010). Turner and

Gelles (2012), for instance, have looked at threat assessment in the workplace. Their

research offers behaviors to be vigilant of in assessing whether a threat needs to be

responded to, in addition to principles of threatening communication analysis. One of

these linguistic features associated with threats include specification on how they will

harm their targets, and "behavior for which the victim needs to be punished"(p.95).

Many of these observations, however, come from an "armchair" perspective and

have not been tested empirically (Muschalik, 2018). This echoes the debate in corpus

linguistics concerning intuition and empirical investigations. As Biber et al. (1998)

effectively states, "because we are looking for typical patterns, analysis cannot rely on

intuitions or anecdotal evidence"(p.3). Our anecdotal evidence or experiences might

lead us to an ideology about threatening language that is flawed. And ideology in

this sense pertains to what Gales (2010) refers to as "the untested intuitions about

threatening language"(p.109). Expanding on this idea, Gales (2010) discusses how

the crime shows genre can frame how we look at threats. In her dissertation, Gales

(2010) performs a study investing language ideologies on threatening by consulting

students, scholars, and threat assessment practitioners on linguistic features of threats

and threat realization categories (realized and non-realized threats). As a result of

her survey, participants listed typical linguistic features of threats including violent

physical action verbs, profanity serving to intimidate, first person and second person

pronouns, specified or abstract time frame, conditional clauses, future tense, adverbs,
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negatives, rhetorical questions, commands, and concept nouns that suggest justifica-

tion for a threat. While there is some overlap in the features that were presented in

CTARC (Communicated Threat Assessment Reference Corpus), there were also some

significant differences that indicate divergences from what is found in authentic lan-

guage, further highlighting the need for an empirical corpus investigation. Empirical

investigations were further conducted by Gales (2015), who performed a corpus based

study of CTARC to investigate the grammatical markers of stance in threats. Gram-

matical markers of stance were previously used by threat assessment practitioners to

assess the level of commitment to carrying out a threat. After the investigation, it

was evident that grammatical stance markers did not divide neatly between these

realized and non realized threat categories, as they both contained stance markers

that functioned to strengthen and weaken the speaker’s stance. Results from this

study also revealed linguistic features that were salient to threats as a genre. These

features included, prediction modals, possibility modals, necessity modals, certainty

adverbials, speech act verbs + that, causation verbs + to, and certainty verbs + that.

Her study also bolstered the claim that conditionality is prevalent in threats.

According to her results, lexical markers such as "will, "be going to", and "try"

function to express conditionality. Additionally, the lexical marker "would" was also

salient, and functioned to emphasize justification for the threats. This would suggest

that longer threatening texts would have stages that function to justify a threat.

In line with empirical investigations of threatening communication, Muschalik

(2018) uses a corpus based multi-variate approach to test many of the linguistic

formal features claimed in the literature. Her findings confirm some of the claims

about the indeterminate nature of threats, but suggest that they are not as indeter-

minate as previously thought. She concludes that, "there is no form in the data that

is so frequent as to reach the status of a conventionalized marker of threatening" but
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that, "features are combined in intricate ways"(p.118). Muschalik uses a hierarchical

cluster analysis to test the combinatory patterns of the formal features under inves-

tigation, namely conditionality, futurity, verb type, personal pronouns (I and you),

taboo language, mention of weapons, and relationship of target and listener. To sum-

marize some of her findings, Muschalik found that mention of weapons was actually

not a salient feature of threatening. Additionally and more importantly, conditional

language was relatively infrequent in the corpus, but still served as a strong predictor

for function, distinct to manipulative threats.

Findings pertaining to threat typology reveal that threats did not fall within the

classic categories of direct, conditional, and indirect so easily, as conditional threats

can also be indirect by being vague in their details. Additionally, Muschalik found that

indirect threats were more scalar, in terms of pragmatic explicitness, rather than cat-

egorical. Threats were scalar in indirectness in that they can appear to be more or less

explicit in who-does-what-to-whom. Exploring this idea of relating direct/indirectness

to pragmatic explicitness, the analysis also reveals that threats overall fall on two

extreme ends; either very explicit or very vague, but not semi-explicit or semi-vague.

Lastly, her findings provide a motivation for creating a corpus of conditional

threats in this study. The functions of threats identified in her study, manipulative

and retaliative, employ distinct linguistic strategies and forms, and therefore we need

to account for these categories in studying threatening communication (Muschalik,

2018, p.184). Comparatively, the conditional threatening texts that function to manip-

ulate the future behavior of a target will also present specific strategies and linguistic

features. And returning to her findings on the form of threats, while there is not

one determinate form to characterize a threat, the intricate patterning of features

discovered by Muschalik might also correspond to patterns expressed in the genre.
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Another piece of research that has empirically tested threatening communication is

Nini (2017), who examines register variation in malicious forensic texts by performing

a multidimensional analysis. Malicious forensic texts defined in this study include

texts that are threatening, abusive, or defaming, so not all of the texts were considered

threatening or conditional threats in particular. What makes this research relevant to

the current study, however, is that it not only reveals empirical results about authentic

threats, but focuses on longer written threatening texts. Particularly, findings about

threatening texts, when compared to non threatening texts, exhibited a high frequency

of prediction modals and first and second person pronouns. Nini also reports a low

frequency of attributive adjectives when compared to non threatening texts, indicating

that threatening texts use less complex noun phrases. These results are important to

keep in mind, but it is hard to say if these results will generalize to conditional written

threats in particular.

2.3 Genre Studies

2.3.1 What Is A Genre

In this section we will discuss the notion of genre and genre studies that will inform

the research in this study. First, I will discuss what a genre is as it appears to be a

fuzzy concept in the literature. When we typically think of a genre, we can readily

think of literary categories like fantasy, nonfiction, or mystery. But this literary term

is different from linguistic genre, which has its own nuances worth mentioning. A view

of genres held by many linguistics and proposed by Swales (1990) states:

"A genre comprises a class of communicative events, the members of which share

some set of communicative purposes. These purposes are recognized by the expert

members of the parent discourse community and thereby constitute the rationale
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for the genre. This rationale shapes the schematic structure of the discourse and

influences and constrains choice of content and style"(p.50).

I will expand on this notion by comparing it to register, text type, and style, since

these terms are often grouped together and compared to genre. While these terms

may be used interchangeably in some literature, it is important to distinguish genre

from these other notions, and explain their nuanced meaning. Lee (2001) points out

that the importance of this distinction in that it makes us aware of the language we

are studying and helps us to "define the scope of any generalisations we make"(p.37).

So in this study, it is a question of whether I will consider these threatening texts

as a genre, register, text type, or style, and see which categorization will prove to be

more useful and accurate.

As a starting point, it is helpful to define text type and how it relates to genre, or

at least describe how it is distinguished by other linguists. Biber et al. (1998) offers a

perspective on these two types of categorization, seeing genre as more of an external

distinction and text type as more of an internal distinction. External criteria refer to

intended audience and purpose while internal criteria pertain to lexico-grammatical

features. On the other hand, Lee (2001) points out that other linguists have used

these terms interchangeably and suggests that they can also be used as long as it is

indicated how these terms are used (p.41). Therefore, with multiple perspectives on

this terminology, I will claim early on that I prefer the usage of genre over text type,

but use them interchangeably when comparing the genre under investigation and the

text types in GUM.

Genre and register are even more challenging to pull apart, and have also been

used interchangeably by researchers (Lee, 2001, p.41). The field of systemic function

linguistics makes a clear distinction between these two terms where register is related

to contextual and situational parameters and defined by its linguistic surface features
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and configuration of the three metafunctions, namely field, tenor, and mode. Within

this framework, field refers to the subject matter of the text or alternatively expressed

as, "what’s going on, and what the text is about?"(Halliday and Christian, 1999,

p.320). tenor pertains to the participants in discourse and their relationship, and mode

means the channel of communication, or "how the linguistic resources are deployed"

(Halliday and Christian, 1999, p.321). Thus, these three metafunctions within reg-

ister influence the realization of language, including discourse, lexico-grammar, and

phonology.

From this perspective, register is a semiotic communicative plane, and genre is on

another separate plane above register. Therefore, withing this framework, Genre is

considered an abstraction of register and linguistic features, and restricts the possible

combinations of field, mode, and tenor (Martin, 1985, p.250). It is less focused on

linguistic realizations than it is on complete texts and how the variables of field,

mode, and tenor are combined and realized as staged, goal-oriented social processes

(Suzanne and Slade, 1997, p.243). Alternatively described, "Genre are how things

get done when language is used" and "it represents at an abstract level the verbal

strategies used to accomplish social purposes of many kinds"(Martin, 1985, p.250-

251). Therefore, since genre is situated on an abstract plane above genre, it can also

instantiate single or multiple registers. Ventola (1987) explains this concept of genre

further and describes how during the actualization process, as texts unfold, they

achieve their goal or social purpose.

Returning to the motivation for focusing on genre in this study, I agree with Lee

(2001) in that genre is a good term to refer to groups of texts compiled for corpus

analysis. They are easily recognizable and associated with social purpose. And so when

we are comparing genres across corpora, we are "studying the way the language varies

because of the social and situational characteristic and other genre constraints"(p.48).
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He further posits that one can start by looking at genre, and then generalize about

the registers found within the genres.

I further agree with Lee’s holistic opinion of genres, paraphrasing and commenting

on a quote from Cranny-Francis (1993): "genre is never just about situated linguistic

patterns (register), functional co-occurrences of linguistic features (text types), or sub-

ject fields (domain), and it is not simply about text-structural/discoursal features...

It is in fact all these things"(p.52).

Following the viewpoint from systemic functional linguistics, I will consider my

groupings of texts as a socially defined genre, and not only reveal the generic stages

(macrostuctures) (Halliday and Hasan, 1989; Martin, 1992) of complete texts but also

some of the lexico-grammatical features as well, as the genre will instantiate registers

and and their linguistic realizations. Biber and Conrad (2009) make a good point

about this perspective in that what can be analyzed from a genre perspective can

also be analyzed from a register perspective, but not the other way around, since you

need complete texts for the genre perspective (Biber and Conrad, 2009)

Style is perhaps one of the easier notions to pinpoint. Taking what we have cov-

ered so far into account and thinking of genres as going one level above register, style

is within both register and genre, and pertains to "achieving aesthetic effects through

the manipulation of language" (Biber and Conrad, 2009, p.19). Moreover, style can

be largely unconscious and closely related to individual use of language rather than

conventions of culture, so linguistic choices are more idiosyncratic. The field of stylis-

tics and authorship analysis, for example, studies the idiosyncratic use of language in

an effort to determine the author of an unknown piece of text. Looking at style will

not be in the scope of this study, but it is important to keep in mind in corpus devel-

opment, where selecting too many texts from the same author can bias the corpus

with certain idiosyncratic features.
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2.3.2 Genre Studies

A prominent motivation for studying genre has been for pedagogical purposes, espe-

cially applied to English for Specific Purposes (ESP), where the structure of text and

typical linguistic features can be taught for educational and professional use (Bhatia,

1993, 2008; Connor and Mauranen, 1999; Flowerdew and Wan, 2006; Swales, 1990).

There have been a range of genres that have been investigated in great depth, some of

which include, academic research genres (Swales, 2004), newspaper and radio genres

(Bell, 1998), workplace conversations (Koester, 2006), letters (Bhatia, 1993; Connor

and Upton, 2003; Flowerdew and Wan, 2006), and scheduling dialogue (Taboada and

Lavid, 2003), to name some examples.

From a more theoretical linguistic perspective, genres are also interesting to study

for the collocations of linguistic patterns that belong to certain genres and registers

(Biber et al., 1998). While there are many aims for studying various genres, written

and spoken, there are three main approaches. With that in mind, it is important to

go over the landscape of genre analysis.

One of these perspectives is what is referred to as Rhetorical Genre Studies (RGS)

with a view of genre as a "conventional category of discourse based on large scale typ-

ification of rhetorical action" (Miller, 1984, p.37). Biber and Conrad (2009) highlight

that this framework focuses on socio-cultural background of text types, and are less

concerned with the linguistic features of genres. Therefore, there is a large ethno-

graphic component to this approach to investigate the social context of the genre,

and less of a focus on textual analysis. Corolyn Miller’s article "Genre as Social

Action" touches upon the central idea to this approach. She introduces genre as a

social action that "must be centred not on the substance or form of discourse but on

the action used to accomplish it."
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Another major approach to genre studies is the focus on English for Specific

Purposes (ESP), with prominent figures such as Swales (1990) and Bhatia (1993).

In this framework, genre is analyzed for its communicative purpose and the formal

language features in its context of use.

ESP focuses more on text analysis and uses the analytical approach of "rhetorical

move analysis" and the study of the lexico-grammatical properties that make up

those moves (Swales, 1990). Therefore, the main steps involved in this analysis are

to first define the communicative purpose of the genre, then investigate the textual

organization composed of "moves", and finally investigate of the linguistic features

that make up these moves. The "moves" have a specific function in the text and

are further divided into "steps", which correspond to smaller language chunks. The

insights gained from this research are then provided as resources for helping language

users achieve communicative goals.

Another major theoretical perspective of genre analysis is within systemic func-

tional linguistics (SFL), where in many ways, it is similar to ESP’s theortical

approach. There is also a focus on connecting communicative purposes of texts and

their structure. (Hasan, 1984; Leckie-Tarry, 1995; Martin, 1992; Suzanne and Slade,

1997; Ventola, 1987). Genre is specifically viewed as a "staged, goal-oriented and

purposeful social activity that people engage in as members of their culture (Martin

et al., 1984), and it is expressed in a text through structural and distinctive realization

patterns (Martin, 1992).

Approaches to studying genre from within this framework share many similarities

with Swales’s "Move" analysis approach in particular, in that the focus of the anal-

ysis is on textual structuring and assigning functional labels to each of the structural

elements. Biber and Conrad (2009) mentions that within this framework, "genre is

viewed as a social process in which participants within a culture use language in pre-
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dictable sequential structures to fulfill certain communicative purposes"(p.22). From

this theoretical perspective, the structures of texts can be revealed for their rhetorical

features, referred to as generic structural potential (GSP) (Halliday and Hasan, 1989).

The notion of GSP can serve to categorize a genre by identifying its obligatory and

optional stages, which are functional labels that each contribute towards achieving

the social purpose of the text (Suzanne and Slade, 1997, p.233). Additionally, these

stages can be recursive and linearly ordered for their "typical" realization in genre

types. Essentially, establishing a generic structural potential of a genre describes "the

total range of textual structures available within a genre"(Hasan, 1984, p.79). In

other words, genres contain global structures with different stages, often composed

of extended steps, and all of the possible stages that can be realized in a genre are

represented in a linear GSP formula.

A final important aspect of the structural organization of texts in this framework

is that each of these stages align with distinct linguistic realizations (Martin, 1992).

Thus, linguistic features within the genre can serve as evidence for these stages.

This framework will serve as the lense for analyzing the genre of threatening texts

in this study because of its ability to produce a generic structural formula, amenable

to evidence from the discourse annotation layer in the corpus. Additionally, producing

a generic structural formula will also allow individual texts to be classified into types

by comparing them to the complete formula, and allow for a comparison to other

genres at a more abstract level. Therefore, I will describe some of the research that

has studied genres from this perspective.

Pioneering work with GSP within systemic functional linguistics was carried out

by Hasan (1984) who proposed generic formulae for nursery tales and service encoun-

ters. This formula is established from the functional chunks of text, or elements, that
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appear in the genre. The elements can be presented as structural formulae composed

of capital letters and other symbols.

Among these formulaic conventions, ( ) brackets indicate optionally, (^) caret indi-

cate sequence, [ ] square brackets represent constraints on a sequence, {}n indicates

recursion, and a dot specifies that an element can appear anywhere.

The structural formula below is taken from Plum (1998), who proposes structural

formulae for storytelling genres.

Narrative

(Abstract)^Orientation^ Complication^ Evaluation^Resolution^(Coda)

Anecdote

(Abstract)^ Orientation ^Remarkable Event ^ Reaction ^ (Coda)

In comparing the two storytelling genres, narrative and anecdote, each have their

own obligatory elements that define the genre. For narratives, this is the orientation,

complication, evaluation, and resolution of the story. In contrast, anecdotes have

orientation, remarkable event, and reaction. It is evident that there is some overlap,

indicated mostly by the optional elements, which can be appear in many genres. It is

important to note, however, that these optional stages do not occur randomly but are

under specific conditions (Suzanne and Slade, 1997, p.56). This relates to the concept

of GSP that these elements represent the potential for these stages to be realized,

while not every text will realize these elements in exactly the same way. There may

also be a degree to which the elements are ordered on a cline of a more rigid genre to

a less rigid one.

Others have looked at textual structuring within the written modality, which is

more relevant to the genre in this study. Ghadessy (1993), for instance, has looked at
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the discourse structure of written business communication and has proposed an intri-

cate GSP for the chain of communication from various letters. The macro-structure

GSP includes the chain: I ^ R/I ^ R/I ^ R/I ... ^ R. The formula representing these

texts is interpreted as having an Initiation (I), recursive Initiations and Responses

(R/I), followed by an Response (R). The micro-elements that also made up the genre

include Reference (R), Initial Greeting (IG), Addressing the issue (AI), Closing (C),

and Complementary Close (CC). Ghadessy also shows how the ordering of these ele-

ments seems to vary slightly by letter type. For example, the (AI) element appears in

two distinct ways; this element appears frequently in reply to letters and either imme-

diately follows the (R) element, or an item with background information intervenes

between the two elements. Additionally, linguistic realizations are provided for these

stages such as thank you for or With reference to (p.155). One interesting element

that is expected to appear in the threatening texts is the Closing element (C), which

represents "a link between the discourse up to the present moment and what will or

may happen afterwards"(p.160). This can include a recommended course of action or

a promise, or invitation for further communication. Another element, Complementary

Close (CC), is also to be expected and shared by many letters, including threatening

ones. This includes formal closings such as yours faithfully or sincerely.

Paltridge (1997) has also looked at structuring of written texts, specifically intro-

ductions to scientific reports. In line with the GSP approach, Paltridge poses a

sequencing of obligatory, optional, and recursive elements that are found from the

data. This genre seemed more flexible compared to other genres in the ordering of

elements, and only contained two obligatory elements; Previous Research (PR) and

Purpose of Study (PS). Among the remaining optional elements, Background Infor-

mation (BI) and Indication of a Gap (IG) could appear anywhere, demonstrating the

flexibility of this genre. However, the final GSP proposed indicates a typical pattern,
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and not a determinate pattern where texts always fall within this GSP formula. This

also demonstrates that while the aim of the GSP structure is to provide an ideal

prototypical structure for genres, variation is expected to exist. Likewise, threatening

texts will also be assumed to have a generic structure with variation in the sequencing

of elements.

Taking the GSP staging approach from the systemic functional linguistics per-

spective, I’ll also attempt to characterize the genre of written conditional threatening

messages and propose a structural formula. This will allow me to work with a dis-

course parsed corpus and assign functional labels to the stages, as identified both

from intuition and the rhetorical patterns annotated in my corpus.

I have mentioned earlier that much of this work on genre analysis has been aimed

at English for Specific Purposes (ESP). Motivations for my study are not focused

on this area of application, but rather, a better understanding of threatening texts

for threat assessment purposes. But as Bax (2011) points out, looking at genres in

non-educational domains might not be as straightforward. This is not a genre that

one would learn in school, and there are expected to be cross-cultural differences in

this genre. It is also reasonable to think that this genre is not regularly encountered

enough by people to solidify conservative structures. As a result, it may be the case

that the actual threatening texts do not fit neatly into a proposed prototype form.

To that end, setting up a structural formula for threats that captures variation

will be challenging, but I posit that a structural formula is still worth pursuing and

can reveal important insights for understanding threatening communication.

Another motivation for analyzing threats from a genre perspective is the

dearth of research available, as most linguistic research on threatening commu-

nication has focused on defining threats as speech acts or assessing the level

of intent of a threat. An exception is a recent research project called "Under-
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standing Threats" at the University of Copenhagen that also seeks to explore

threatening messages as a genre and investigate their linguistic characteristics

(https://nors.ku.dk/english/research/projects/understanding_threats/). This work

is aimed at threats in Danish, so while ongoing research will offer insights into threat-

ening messages in general, there will be cross-cultural differences between threatening

messages in English and Danish. In a cross-cultural genre analysis of business letters

in English and Persian, Jalilifar and Beitsayyah (2011) found significant structural

differences and different forms of directives. Similar differences would be expected in

English and Danish threats, so constraining the language in this study is important.

Speech act research on threatening communication has revealed some of the gram-

matical features present in shorter verbal and written threats, but genre analysis

requires looking at whole complete texts. There is still something valuable to glean

from this research, because it highlights some of the lexico-grammatical features that

we might expect to see in complete texts. For example, Gales’s study of grammatical

stance markers mentioned earlier presents linguistic features that are salient to the

genre of threats. In looking at realized threats, Gales also observes that would func-

tions as a justification for the threatened action (p.186). This can hint, for instance, to

the use of justification rhetorical relations in the structure of larger threatening mes-

sages. So while this information can be useful in contributing to our understanding

of the genre, more genre focused analysis is necessary.

2.4 Corpus Linguistics

One of the main advantages of this study is that it utilizes corpus methodologies

to investigate threats, so a brief overview of corpus linguistics will demonstrate the

strengths and weaknesses of this approach.
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The hallmark of corpus linguistics is its ability to work with large amounts of

naturally occurring language data, lending itself better to quantitative analysis of

linguistic phenomena across a range of texts and parameters (Biber et al., 1998).

Additionally, Biber highlights that this approach is distinct in that it combines qual-

itative and quantitative analysis. This can be useful to a range of linguistic research

areas such as historical linguistics, psycholinguistics, sociolinguistics, dialectology,

and genre/register analysis, among others. Of course, a caveat with using corpora

is balance and representativeness (Biber, 1993; Hunston, 2008), and since covering all

parameters is impossible, a corpus is never truly representative (Fillmore, 1992).

Corpus methodologies have proven useful for studying a range of linguistic

phenomena in threatening communication (Gales, 2010; Muschalik, 2018), and

genre/registers from lexico-grammatical features (Biber et al., 1999) to text struc-

tures (Taboada and Lavid, 2003).

We have seen how generic analysis can reveal structures of texts, but corpus lin-

guistics can aid in improving these approaches. Some of the more salient reasons

include working with more data which leads to better generalizations, and corpus

tools that allow you to capture a range of linguistic phenomena present in a genre.

Using a corpus and genre analysis methodologies within the systemic functional lin-

guistics framework, Taboada and Lavid (2003) uncovered the generic structure of

appointment scheduling dialogues, and proposed a structural formula for the genre,

identifying the stages within the text, and the obligatory, optional, and recursive ele-

ments. Taboada and Lavid characterized the genre as having the global-level stages of

Open, Task-Performance, and closing, with Task-Performance having a more detailed

sub-structure. The paper proposed the following structure with obligatory, optional,

and recursive elements:
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(Opening) ^ Proposal ^ [Rejection ^ New Proposal]n ^ Acceptance ^ (Place Proposal)

^ Closing

This is in line with other genre studies that have used a GSP approach. But

the use of corpus methodologies was able to enrich the analysis. The corpus in this

study was annotated for rhetorical and thematic patterns that served to provide

evidence for the unfolding stages in the dialogues. Frequencies on rhetorical relations

annotated in the corpus revealed that Concession, Condition, Cause, and Results

were employed to achieve the communicative purpose of the genre. Additionally, these

relations coincided with particular stages. Result and Concession were used in the

Rejection stage while Solutionhood and Motivation were used in the Proposal stage.

Multilayer corpus analysis is an emerging methodology that has enriched linguistic

analysis, and the method I use in this study since CCT is considered a multilayered

corpus. The notion of multilayer corpora is still relatively new, but is explained exten-

sively by Zeldes (2018).

The term multilayer refers to corpora that have two or more mutually independent

forms of annotations on the same text. Essentially, these layers of analysis "coexist and

can be harnessed together to produce more than the sum of their parts." (Zeldes, 2018,

p.7). For instance, we can leverage layers of richly annotated data for multifactoral

analysis and see how different layers affect each other and serve as better predictors of

certain phenomena, such as the interaction of coreferentiality and discourse or syntax

and information structure.

Zeldes points out some existing multilayer corpora that have been constructed

iteratively over time. One of these is the HCRC map task corpus (Anderson et al.,

1991), which started out as a task-oriented dialogue, and subsequently added more

layers of POS tagging, syntax trees, and dialogue moves. Other prominent multilayer

corpora are OntoNotes (Hovy et al., 2006), annotated with syntax and coreference
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information, and the Wall Street Journal (Marcus et al., 1993), which was originally

annotated with syntax and received RST annotations and discourse signal markers.

Another multilayer corpus, which will be compared to in this study and was used

by Zeldes (2018), is GUM (Georgetown University Multilayer) corpus (Zeldes, 2017).

This mutlilayer corpus was created by students at Georgetown University within a

corpus linguistics curriculum, and the highlight of this corpus is that it offers a range

of text types annotated with the same linguistic layers.

Demonstrating a use of multilayer corpora, Zeldes (2018) offers a case study of

the effect of genre on coreferentiality patterns in lexical NPs. Zeldes found significant

coreferentiality patterns across four different text types in GUM, namely, interview,

news, Wikivoyage, and Wikihow articles. A distribution of patterns across the genres

shows that news texts prefer appositions, Wikivoyage and news texts have propor-

tionately less anaphora, and how-to guides demonstrate more bridging3. Additionally,

news texts and Wiki how-to texts have less NPs that corefer than those that do. An

interesting chaining pattern was also found to be typical of interview introductions.

This was the coreference pattern [Full Name] ... [Last Name]... [Pronoun]. But the

significant differences are also better explained by other linguistic features associ-

ated with these genres such as sentence type. Using a multifactorial analysis, Zeldes

finds that imperatives, Wh-questions, and declaratives, favor coreferentiality whereas

fragments and infinitive clauses do not.

Lastly, taking other linguistic features such as entity type, grammatical function,

and sentence type in a mixed effects model, Zeldes concludes that a coreferential

lexical expression is more likely definitive, headed by a proper noun, subject of a

sentence, part of a Wh-question, and later in the text, among other findings. These
3
Bridging relations refer to non coreferring elements that have a semantic relations, where

one element is inferred from the other. This is demonstrated by the example, A dog chased

after the ball, and another one did too.
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are just some of the uses that demonstrate a strength of multiple layers of annotation

for analysis, and how looking at a single annotation layer can be limiting.

In another case study, focusing more on the macro structure of text type dif-

ferences in GUM, Zeldes compares RST (Rhetorical Structure Theory) graphs and

discourse functions to explore the relation of discourse relations and referentiality. In

comparing rhetorical relation type frequencies across genres, Zeldes shows that Solu-

tionhood is heavily favored in interviews, as are Contrast, Evaluation, and Antithesis.

Additionally, Concession was prevalent in all genres except news, which, Zeldes points

out, are more one sided. Circumstance is also prevalent in all genres but rarer in travel

guides. Lastly, the Condition relation is infrequent in all genres except how-to guides.

The results suggest a relationship between genres and discourse relations.

The corpus used in this study will also be considered a mutlilayer corpus, according

to the fact that is contains multiple independent layers of annotation running on

the same pieces of text. The purpose of implementing these threatening texts as a

multilayer corpus was to enrich the study by examining multiple layers of analysis,

rather than one alone. In particular, I plan to look at lexico-grammatical features

in CCT and see how they appear within certain rhetorical relations and parts of

the discourse tree structure. Many of these layers will be under the same annotation

schemes that are used in GUM to allow for comparability across other text types.

Returning to threats with the layout of corpus methodologies in mind, we can see

how applying these methodologies would lead to useful empirical investigations of the

phenomena in naturally occurring samples. Some corpus studies mentioned before

have revealed many of the salient features occurring in threat corpora (Gales, 2010;

Muschalik, 2018; Nini, 2017). But this begs the question, what are the corpora that

exist for threatening communication. The fact is that there are almost no publicly

available corpora for research, as well as a paucity of private corpora (Gales, 2010).
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Gales (2010) shares information about some of the private corpora in existence. One of

these is the private database, CTAD (Communicative Threat Assessment Database),

created by Fitzgerald (2007) in 2004, containing 3721 threatening communications

and 888,286 words. Gales (2010) created her own corpus of threats known as CTARC

(Communicated Threat Assessment Reference Corpus), which her studies on threat-

ening communication are based on4. CTARC is a collection of 470 threats collected

from the Academy Group, Inc. (AGI), a private threat assessment company, and con-

tains 152,078 words and 139 separate writers. Another corpus that has been created

for research purposes in recent years is CoJO (Corpus of Judicial Opinions), created

by (Muschalik, 2018). As the name suggests, this corpus was created by extracting

threats that are reported verbatim in judicial opinions. From 266 extracted opinions,

the corpus contains 301 threatening utterances ranging from 2-496 words, including

spoken and written modes of communication. Lastly, there is one publicly available

corpus that contains threatening texts as part of its makeup. This is the malicious

forensic texts corpus (MFT) created by Nini (2017) in order to perform a register

analysis of these texts. The makeup of this corpus is 104 texts with a total 39,188

tokens and from 1937 to 2013, relating to written evidence involved in forensic cases of

threat, abuse, or defamation. Nini also provides detailed metadata on the situational

parameters in his corpus, including malicious purpose and threatening communica-

tion type. For the malicious purpose parameter, 49% of the texts are for the purposes

of threatening. For threatening communication type, indirect threats make up 59% of

the texts, while conditional and direct/specific threats make up 37% and 4%, respec-

tively.

4
I have been notified that the CTARC is no longer available and was unavoidably

destroyed, preventing any further corpus investigations with this data
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Chapter 3

Methodology

This section first describes the creation of CCT and its makeup, namely the token

count, number of texts, and the focus of the corpus. The rest of the chapter will be

dedicated to outlining the corpus annotation schemes and annotation, and the steps

for generic analysis, and the corpus analysis tools involved.

3.1 Data

The creation of CCT (Corpus of Conditional Threats), just like corpora in general,

is and should be shaped by the research question (Hunston, 2008). This study seeks

to answer, what are the generic structure and lexical-grammatical features of condi-

tional threatening texts, and how does this genre compare to other genres on various

linguistic levels of analysis. With that in mind, it is also important to create a repre-

sentative sample. But threatening communications are inherently difficult to collect.

Gales (2010) explains three main reasons for why this is. The first point is that

forensic related texts, such as threats, are sensitive information that only top security

clearances can access. Secondly, threats can be legally unavailable in that they have

not yet gone to trial or are in the process of appeal. Lastly, for proprietary reasons,

corporations and individuals may keep this information private. While news sources

may also seem like a viable option, news reports may not always share the details or

language of the threats in whole, preventing any sort of language analysis.
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Additionally, there are few available collections of threats available to the public,

with many that have unknown authors, which makes it challenging to achieve corpus

representativeness and account for situational parameters. As a result, the corpus is

admittedly relatively small (49 samples), and fairly opportunistic. The parameters

this study was able to control for was English as the language, although not all

speakers may have English as their first language or use it natively. The texts are also

all within the written mode.

Nevertheless, there are two main sources from which I was able to collect

authentic threats in English. One publicly available source is the FBI vault,

which contains authenticated threats involving high profile participants, such as

the US president, celebrities, and professional athletes, as the target of these threats

(https://vault.fbi.gov/). These often appear as digitized documents from printed or

handwritten texts. An issue with this source was that it would be difficult to get

these documents into a machine readable format for data processing, annotation,

and natural language processing. While a possible solution would be to transcribe

the documents, Nini (2017) used many of these documents in his corpus of Malicious

Forensic Texts (MFT), providing many of these documents in plain text format. As a

result, texts that were considered to be conditional threatening texts were borrowed

from the MFT corpus, with permission from the author.

The other source where I obtained threatening communication was inspired by

Muschalik (2018), who used authentic threats gathered from judicial opinions to

create CoJO (Corpus of Judicial Opinions). Since threatening messages are subject

to legal interpretation or serve as evidence in court cases, they are presented and

can be extracted verbatim from these case reports. (Muschalik, 2018) uses Westlaw

(www.westlaw.com) as an electronic database, whereas this study uses NexisUni1 as
1
Formerly known as LexisNexis Academic (LNA) until the end of 2017
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a legal database to extract threats. NexisUni offers legal information of U.S. Federal

and State court cases from a range of time periods. To search for relevant cases in

the database, I used keyword terms such as threat, true threat, threatening message,

which proved to be useful.

Figure 3.1: Screenshot of threatening text extracted from NexisUni.

Some of the caveats when looking at this data mainly pertain to how the texts

are represented. It is important to select texts that are reported verbatim and include

whole complete texts. Other issues concerned extra elements such as [sic] and other

orthographic deviations from the original form that needed to be accounted for or

removed. Another added element included the tag, [expletives], which can be assumed

to replace profanity in the texts.

Another important motivation for choosing these resources for extracting threat-

ening texts is that they were considered authentic threats. Muschalik (2018) provides

criteria for this label in that the threats "were originally produced by a language user

outside of the research project and with a communicative end"(p.44). In other words,

they were not elicited in an experiment or created as an example of a threat. In the

case of the texts in the MFT corpus that originally came from the FBI vault, these

were documents that the U.S. government collected from high profile cases. Like-

wise, threatening messages extracted from court cases were treated as actual threats

because "at least one language user considered them to be one" (p.43). This will be
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sufficient for my study as I am looking at accessing threatening texts and not the

elements that contribute to the legality of a threat.

Throughout the process of extracting texts from these two sources, I made a

decision on a case by case basis as to whether the threat in question can be classified

as a conditional threat2. This was necessary because the texts were not given a label of

conditional threat, and so I had to rely on the definitions of conditional threats from

the literature. The main criterion for identifying conditional threats was whether

the purpose of the text was to threaten by proposing that the target do or not do

something so as to avoid an unfavorable outcome3. As discussed before in looking at

threat types, conditional threats were not difficult to recognize but they may overlap

with other threat types, and be more or less indirect.

After the final texts were collected (49 in total), I applied some standard pre-

possessing steps. One of these involved removing the [sic] elements discussed earlier,

which were added to the original texts. Cases of [expletive] were not removed, how-

ever, because they are elements relating directly to the original texts and serve to

censor profanity.

After prepocessing, the texts were uploaded in GitDox (Zhang and Zeldes, 2017).

GitDox served as a useful online XML editor that allows users to manually correct

annotated data and offers validation functionalities for POS tags and other XML

elements. (Zeldes, 2018, p.55) highlights the importance of validation because other

layers of annotation rely on tokenization and sentence segmentation. This was impor-
2
I originally collected over 60 documents but had to eliminate texts that were not con-

ditional threats
3
I was not focused on a particular "if-then" syntactic form, as relying on the lexico-

grammatical form alone would not be sufficient and also create biases. In operationalizing

conditionality as a formal feature of threats, Muschalik (2018) discusses the multiple lin-

guistic realizations of conditionality. These realizations, for example, can include different

orderings of premise (protasis) and consequence (apodosis) conjoined with either if, and, or
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tant for the NLP pipeline in my study because the POS tags and sentence tags were

relevant for preparing my data for syntax annotation.

Next, the texts were segmented in sentence spans in anticipation of dividing the

text for syntax annotation. While most sentences could be delimited by a period

by convention, some texts did not follow standard writing conventions and were not

as easily identifiable, leading to manual inspection and correction. Texts were then

tokenized and tagged with TreeTagger (Schmid, 1994), and converted to spreadsheet

mode for manual correction. Prior to tagging, each document received an extra column

of normalized text (norm), to correct frequent misspellings in texts such as ’rember’

for remember, ’tomarrow’ for tomorrow, and ’noat’ for not, among several others. The

purpose of creating a norm column was to make the tagger produce more accurate

tags and subsequently, better dependency parses later on. The TreeTagger (Schmid,

1994) used for automatic tagging uses the extended version of the Penn Treebank

set (Santorini 1990). This was the only tag set used in this study and sufficient for

the purposes of this study, but I acknowledge that using multiple tagsets can also be

useful to reveal linguistic information that could not be discovered from one tagset

alone (Zeldes, 2018, p.53).
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Figure 3.2: Screenshot of spreadsheet in GitDox with annotation columns.

3.1.1 Corpus Statistics

I will now present the statistics and metadata of the resulting corpus. At this point, I

have presented the structuring and tagging of the corpus, and next I will proceed to

discuss the annotations and annotation tools for the other linguistic layers of analysis.

Regarding the statistics of the results of CCT, the present corpus contains 13,685

tokens, 742 sentences, and 49 texts. The corpus also contains 44 authors and a few

of the documents belong to the same author. At most three texts per author were

allowed since allowing too many texts from the same author could skew results and

capture stylistic differences. Many of the texts also contain unknown authors, which

makes it hard to balance for gender or other sociolinguistic variables.

Compared to other threatening communications related corpora, like CTAD,

CTARC, CoJO, and MFT, this corpus is relatively small but more comparable in

size to CoJO and MFT. While I acknowledge this weakness, I argue that a richly
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annotated specialized corpus offers many annotations and annotation layers to allow

for a deep investigation.

3.2 Syntax Annotation

In addition to part of speech tagging, the corpus also received a layer of syntactic anno-

tation in the dependency scheme. Dependency annotations reveal important informa-

tion about grammatical function and highlight functional relations between words,

with one word depending on another with the exception of the root of the sentence.

This corpus was annotated under the Stanford typed dependencies4 based on the

Penn Treebank tag sets used in this corpus. The main motivation for using this anno-

tation scheme was to allow for comparison of syntactic information in GUM, which

also has Stanford typed dependencies, and utilize open source software that performs

automatic parsing for both Stanford types dependencies and universal dependencies.

For this task, the tags and sentence spans were inherited from the GitDox envi-

ronment, and the data was parsed automatically with the Stanford Parser (Manning

et al., 2014). This offered an efficient option to parsing rather than annotating from

scratch. And while this offered a solution to the time constraints of this process,

there were inevitably parsing errors that had to be corrected, as to be expected in

natural language processing. For manual correction, the dependency trees were then

imported into Arborator (Gerdes, 2013), an online interface for visualizing and cor-

recting dependency annotations.
4
Alternatively, I could have considered using the Universal Dependency typed annotation,

which contains some annotation differences to Stanford typed dependencies, but wanted

to allow for comparability with the GUM corpus. Furthermore, it is beneficial to initially

annotate in Stanford typed dependencies because they can be automatically converted to

Universal Dependencies if that analysis is needed (Peng and Zeldes, 2018)
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Figure 3.3: Visualization of dependency annotation in the Arborator inter-

face. These sentences can be manually corrected by dragging edges and

choosing a functional label from a list of options.

3.3 Discourse Annotations

The methods for annotations up to this point were performed mostly automatically

using various NLP tools, coupled with minor manual corrections. But this brings

us to another independent layer of linguistic analysis that informs a large part of

this study, namely, the discourse annotation. Unlike the other annotation steps, this

one was entirely created from manual annotations and proved to be relatively time-

consuming. However, each relation was therefore carefully inspected by an annotator

with previous experience in discourse structure annotations.

3.3.1 RST Scheme

The discourse parsing layer was implemented to provide a rhetorical analysis of the

texts and relate these relations to the texts in GUM. Additionally, as in Taboada and
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Lavid (2003), these relations would serve as additional linguistic evidence for unfolding

generic stages. The framework in which these texts are annotated is Rhetorical Struc-

ture Theory (Mann and Thompson, 1988). Mann and Thompson (1988) have shown

from analysis under this scheme that most texts can form a tree of discourse rela-

tions, and that it is typical for texts to be "hierarchically structures and functionally

organized"(p.20). We can therefore assume that threatening texts will likely have a

hierarchical organization worth pursuing.

The analysis first involves segmenting the text into EDU’s (Elementary Discourse

Units), which are essentially clauses that have independent functions. These units are

then connected by their functional relations to form a hierarchical structure. There are

two main types of discourse relations worth noting. One of these relations is satellite-

nucleus relations where the nucleus is more prominent and the satellite is adding

non essential information. The alternative is multinuclear unit, where both units are

equally central to each other; none is more prevalent than the other. Additionally,

there is also a categorization of the types of relations used in discourse parsing, where

Mann and Thompson discuss subject matter relations and presentational relations.

subject matter relations such as result, solutionhood, and evaluation aim to make

the reader recognize the relations, whereas presentation relations such as motivation,

background, and justify, incline the reader to act or change their state of mind on the

nucleus in question.

The set of relations used for an RST analysis can change depending on the study,

but I will use the 20 relations used in GUM to allow for comparison. These and are

presented in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1 Inventory of rhetorical relations in the Corpus of Conditional

Threats (CCT).

Relation Structure Relation Structure
antithesis satellite-nucleus motivation satellite-nucleus
background satellite-nucleus preparation satellite-nucleus

cause satellite-nucleus purpose satellite-nucleus
circumstance satellite-nucleus result satellite-nucleus
concession satellite-nucleus solutionhood satellite-nucleus
condition satellite-nucleus contrast multinuclear

elaboration satellite-nucleus joint multinuclear
evaluation satellite-nucleus sequence multinuclear
evidence satellite-nucleus restatement multinuclear or satellite-nucleus
justify satellite-nucleus

Figure 3.4: Screenshot of rstWeb interface and partial discourse structure

of a threatening text.
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The annotation tool this study uses is rstWeb (Zeldes, 2016), a web interface that

allows annotators to segment texts and construct a discourse tree from a selection of

the RST relations. Following the conventional procedure for RST analysis, texts were

segmented into elementary discourse units with sentence spans being the maximum

span of these units. Many of these spans were not the length of an entire sentence

but clauses such as adverbial clauses and infinitive purpose clauses. After manual

segmentation, spans could be connected hierarchically and given a functional label

from a drop down menu.

Figure 3.4 shows an example visualisation of the interface for RST annotations.

In this particular example taken from a text in the corpus, there is a nucleus with a

satellite relation encompassing spans 33-38. Essentially, this part of the threatening

text is making a statement about the target’s past behavior and providing evidence

to support it.

At this point, it is important to address the accuracy of these parsers and back-

ground information on the annotator. As previously discussed, for automatic POS

tagging and dependency parsing, NLP tools were employed to supplement the anno-

tation process. Inevitably, there will be some errors in this process as well as in the

manual corrections, and a report of inter-annotator reliability remains outstanding.

But the annotations in this study should still be accurate and lead to informative

results. For instance, the accuracy for automatic part of speech tagging on 200 random

tokens from CCT was 98%.

RST analysis, however, was completely hand annotated by the author of the

present study, and relied on no NLP assistance. Although other annotators might

consider these annotations arguable, Mann and Thompson (1988) discuss analytical

errors in RST analysis from annotators, and mention that differences "based on dif-

ferences in their reaction to the texts, are to be expected.(p.29)" They also mention
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how multiple annotators will accept another annotation and admit certain ambiguities

that exist.

With all of these annotations in place, a broad statistical analysis was conducted

and pointed to areas that require attention of a more qualitative analysis to show

examples of typical patterns and divergences in the threatening texts. To that end,

the rest of the study will be dedicated to the results and discussion based on the

corpus and multilayer annotations.
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Chapter 4

Analysis

4.1 Genre Analysis

The genre analysis for this study follows Taboada and Lavid (2003) in using the steps

for genre analysis used by Suzanne and Slade (1997) and others who have conducted

a GSP style analysis.

4.1.1 Social Purpose of the Genre

The first step in this process is to identify the social purpose of the genre. For these

texts, it is apparent that the purpose of the letter is to communicate a threat. But

these letters go beyond threatening oriented texts in general and constitute a sub-

genre, conditional threats. In line with our earlier discussion of conditional threats,

the threatener is trying to get a target to comply to certain demands and offers

consequences if those demands are not met.

4.1.2 Identification of the Generic Stages

The second stage in this analysis is to identify the stages that make up this genre.

In this step, stages were identified in the text that served a functional role and con-

tributed to achieving the social purpose of the genre. As Suzanne and Slade (1997)

describe, "the aim is to describe what the stage is doing, relative to the whole, in

terms as specific to the genre as can be found" (p.233).
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This study identifies eight generic stages in the present corpus. These include

Initial Address (IA), Background Information (BI), Demanded Action (DA), Conse-

quences (CON), Motivation to Carry Out Demanded Action (MDA), Justification

for Threat (JT), Closing (C), Conventional Closing (CC). I will explain each of these

in turn and provide examples for their usages, and where they tend to appear in the

texts.

Initial Address (IA)

The Initial Address was expected for these texts and corresponded to conventional

letter openings like Dear Mr. Allen:, To the Daily News:, or Mr.Kennedy. These

are unsurprising given that many letters will address the reader. Many of the texts,

however, contained more marked forms of address, including listen MARCIANO,

Listen Cocky Rocky, Beware Mr.Bone, Dear little Ponte - or is it Ma Ma’s boy, which

already convey hint of malice. Following typical ordering conventions for this element

in other genres, it appeared at the beginning of texts. It did not, however, appear in

all texts. Only Roughly half of the 49 documents have this element, which suggests

that this is not necessarily a frequent element for this genre.

Background Information (BI)

After an Initial Address, Background Information was provided regarding the threat-

ener, the target, or a previous event that relates to justification for the threat. This

element tended to occur in the beginning of the texts in order to give the reader the

necessary knowledge to understand the rest of the threatening communication and

the circumstances of the threatener. One background text reads:
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(a) Well I finally heard back from Paula and what I heard from her I’m not pleased

with. I heard her side of things which are real different from what you had to say.

In this particular example, this stage is providing background information on the

threatener and what they experienced at a previous point in time. This is in antici-

pation of the threat that is about to occur in the text. At other times, it intervened

in between other elements to add context and build an idea of what happened at a

previous point.

Motivation to Carry Out Demanded Action (MDA)

In the corpus, there was a tendency for threateners to try and convince the target

to carry out a desired action. The (MDA) element functions to persuade the target

to carry out the desired actions. This piece of text was challenging to distinguish

from Consequences (CON) at first where the (MDA) element seemed to behave as an

elaboration of the consequences. But there is a distinction: the Consequences element

may have convincing power in the texts as they reveal unfavorable and sometimes

favorable consequences in complying with a proposal, but they are more a result of

the target’s choice of actions. The MDA element distinctly motivates the target by

highlighting why the consequences are unfavorable or providing details that convince

the target that they are serious about carrying out the threat if the proposal is not

met. Some examples of this stage include:

(b) You can’t do what is morally reprehensible and enjoy a piece of mind.

(c) maybe you don’t realize the consequences of killing the Innocent.
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These examples are appealing to the moral character of the target in an effort

to point out why carrying out a certain action is wrong. They are not, however,

indicating consequential events that are the direct result of their actions or harm

that the threatener will impose on the target. Another realization of this stage is:

(d) You know what a serious charge it is and there are few articles left here, that is

such strong evidence against you.

(e) I AM WILLING TO DIE IN DEFENCE OF THIS OUTRAGEOUS INJUS-

TICE, ARE YOU WILLING TO DIE TO PROMOTE IT?.

These stages overall serve to motivate the target by giving reasons and evidence.

The placement of this element varied but tended to appear after the consequences

were presented. A prototypical pattern would be a Proposal, Consequences, and

Motivation element, sometimes repeatedly in that order.

Justification for Threat (JT)

Justification for the threat was specifically referring to stages of the text that

gave reasons for why the threat was being carried out. A clear example of this stage

reads:

(f) THIS MALICIOUS GOVERNMENTAL ACTIVITY AND ABUSE OF OUR

TAX DOLLARS IS THE CAUSE OF THE INCREASE IN VIOLENCE IN OUR

SOCIETY! THIS IS WHY PEOPLE BOMB GOVERNMENTAL OFFICES, KILL

COPS, AND KILL JUDGES BECAUSE OF ALL THE LIES AND ABUSES.
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This example points to a common theme of this stage which is to focus on the

actions of a an entity or institution. It also seemed like this stage could often be

paraphrased as "these reasons should justify why I am threatening you." Addition-

ally, it relates to the features of threatening communication mentioned by Turner

and Gelles (2012) that threats indicate "behaviors for which the victim needs to

be punished"(p.95). In example (f), the threatener is arguably referring to bomb-

ings and killing as the punishment for what the government has done. This stage,

therefore, would suggest that this feature does appear in authentic conditional threats.

Demanded Action (DA) and Consequences (CON)

These two elements compose the heart of the conditional threats. Returning to

a prototypical form posited in the literature for a threatening utterance, ’if you don’t

X I will Y’ (Fraser, 1998, p.168) reflects these stages in an abstract way. Indeed,

these elements tend to be realized in this order. But there are a few key differences to

how these elements are actually realized in the texts. First, each of the elements can

vary considerably in length. There are essentially multiple steps fulfilling this stage

and the elements are elaborated on in more detail. Elaborated proposals were realized

as actions to be carried out and the steps to follow, which reflected instructional

language. An example of this reads:

(g) at 9 o’clock get $15000 ddollars [sic] in small bills $0 and 100 put this money in

a large flower pot and then dirt on top of it then put flowers in it take this money

and the flower pot to your wilson cemetery and find the grave of luther barners died

oct 22 18 74 feb 17 19 41 you will this grav at the lower end of the cemetery put the
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money on the grav [sic] two oclock [sic] tomarrow [sic] get in your car drive back to

town and dontcome [sic] back

Alternatively, a longer Consequences element would read in a sequential manner

or list multiple actions that will occur. An example from CCT reads:

(h) Twenty four hours after this letter is read by anyone the walls of the two

wings shall being to shake and will shake for 30 minutes. At the end of the thirty

minutes the walls will slowly give way allowing any and all who are in there to flee

A second distinct behavior of these elements worth noting is that they were highly

repetitive, mostly appearing in a DA^ CON sequence or sometimes appearing in a

CON^DA sequence. A threatening text from the John Benet Ramsey case highlights

the repetitive nature and parings of these elements:

(i) If we catch you talking to a stray dog, she dies. If you alert bank authorities,

she dies. If the money is in any way marked or tampered with, she dies.

In terms of placement, these elements tended to appear in the beginning or middle

of the texts and would infrequently be found at the end of texts. While most of the

time they were adjacent to each other, they would also appear in separate parts of

the text or separated by one or multiple intervening elements. Motivation to Carry

Out Demanded Action and Justification for Threat were more likely to intervene

than Background Information.
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Closing (C)

The Closing stage was a structural element shared by Ghadessy (1993) in cate-

gorizing the generic structural potential of written business communication. This

stage related to the closing of a letter and functions as a "link between the discourse

up to the present moment and what will or may happen afterwards"(p.160). The

Closing in written business communication would request a recommended course of

action, provide an invitation for further communication, and express hope, gratitude,

or concern. The Closing in conditional threatening texts offers next steps to take or

what is to be expected next. Some of the realizations of this include:

(j) Now, go in peace and lie about me no more

(k) the full text of this work explaining how these events are portended by the

signs that Heaven has given us will be published soon

Complementary Close (CC)

The final element described here is common to letters and written business commu-

nication and is also defined in Ghadessy (1993). These are realized as the expressions

Faithfully yours, Yours truly, and Sincerely with love, and Sincerely. These elements

were infrequent but were still present in this corpus, and typically appeared in more

formal letters. Therefore, from this information, we can conclude that many of these

texts simultaneous instantiate another genre: formal letters.
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4.1.3 Specifying Obligatory and Optional Stages

The representation of the generic structural potential of written conditional threat-

ening texts is presented in Table 4.1 below. The formula contains the optional and

obligatory elements indeftified earlier. After examining the placement and realiza-

tions of the stages in all texts, it was concluded that DA and CON were the only

obligatory elements in conditional threatening texts, as they appeared in all texts.

Therefore, these elements are essential to defining the genre and a primary factor in

how this genre is recognized. The remaining elements were all optional. Even elements

that tended to appear in specific environments, like (IA) and (CC), were not always

present.

Table 4.1 Generic Structural Potential (GSP) of written conditional

threats.

Generic Structure: Written Conditional Threatening Texts

(IA)^(Bİ)^[ḊA^ĊON ^(ṀDA)]
n
^(J̇T)^(C)^(CC)

Key

IA: Initial Address BI: Background Information DA: Demanded Action C: Consequences
MDA: Motivation to Carry Out Demanded Action JT: Justification for Threat

C: Closing CC: Complementary Close

The dot above the elements indicates that they can appear anywhere in the genre.

An initial investigation revealed a relatively consistent pattern in the environment of

the elements, but as more texts were analyzed, that pattern became more flexible and

revealed various deviations from what was previously observed. The (IA), (C), and
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(CC) elements were more stable as they appeared either at the beginning or end of

texts.

Another purpose of the generic formula is to represent recursion. The recursive

patterns are identified by the superscript n where the scope of the repetition is cap-

tured by brackets. In this genre there were two main recursive patterns that were

identified. One was the DA^CON sequence, and the other was the DA^CON ^MDA.

Although this repetition restriction is not consistent with every text due to other

intervening elements, the sequencing represented in the formula indicate typicality.

From this GSP formula, we can see that two obligatory elements were identified in

addition to other optional elements that are salient in this genre. Since the optional

stages can appear in other genres, they highlight commonalities with other genres

and demonstrate strategies in the structuring of threatening texts. Obligatory stages

are also useful in not only defining the genre under investigation but showing how it

diverges from other genres.

The formula also indicates the degree of flexibility of the genre. When compared

to more defined structural genres such as story telling genres (Plum, 1998) or task

scheduling conversations (Taboada and Lavid, 2003), it is apparent that this formula

is not as rigid. This tells us that even though there is an underlying structure, it is

also quite flexible. These results are in line with other genres in the written mode,

such as scientific report introductions (Paltridge, 1997) which also indicate a degree

of variation and flexibility.
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4.2 Rhetorical Structure

This section presents a rhetorical analysis and the relations that serve as linguistic

evidence for the unfolding of the generic stages of the texts. From the rhetorical

analysis, the frequencies of the relations employed in CCT are displayed in Table ??.

Table 4.2 List of Rhetorical Relations in the Corpus of Conditional Threats

(CCT).

Relation Frequency %

Joint 255 28.27%
Condition 106 11.75%

Preparation 96 10.64%
Contrast 61 6.76%

Elaboration 57 6.31%
Background 57 6.31%

Circumstance 55 6.09%
Justify 34 3.76%

Motivation 27 2.99%
Evaluation 25 2.77%
Sequence 24 2.66%

Restatement 23 2.54%
Concession 22 2.43%
Purpose 22 2.43%

Antithesis 12 1.33%
Cause 10 1.10%

Solutionhood 7 0.77%
Result 6 0.66%

Evidence 3 0.33%
n 902

Relations that appeared to be relatively frequent in the corpus include condi-

tion, background, elaboration, circumstance, preparation, justify, and motivation. As

Taboada and Lavid (2003) mention in their study, these rhetorical relations fulfill a

semantic function of signalling different generic stages, so most of these relations are

not evenly distributed, but appear in strategic parts of the text.
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Condition was expected in this corpus of conditional threats, and most examples

are centered on proposing conditions for threats. They tended to be a satellite relation

pointing right to a nuclear relation, and sometimes left. This seems to roughly imitate

the prototypical ’if you don’t X I will Y’ form of threatening texts.

Figure 4.1: Typical uses of condition relation in threats.

The Initial Address and Closing elements found in this genre were consistently

annotated with the preparation and background relations, respectively. The Initial

Address acted as preparation for the whole text to come because it was grabbing the

addressee’s attention without providing any details on the threatening text. The Con-

ventional Close and Closing elements were more difficult to interpret when assigning a

rhetorical function, but since they usually provided information on the threatener, like

an individual’s name or group, or the details discussed, such as further information

on the demands or directions, they served as background to the whole text.

Another relation that was used relatively frequently was the circumstance relation,

with an example presented in Figure 4.2, which was mainly used to express place

and time related information in the Demanded Action and Background Information

stages. The presence of this relation is perhaps not surprising, given that vague and

specific expressions of time were claimed to be a prevalent feature in threatening texts

(Gales, 2010) and that threats are thought to be more time imperative (Turner and

Gelles, 2012, p.98). It is interesting to discover from this analysis that the time and
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place expressions tend to occur in the text where the circumstance relation is used,

namely, at the beginning and end of texts, and within the Demanded Action (DA)

stage- the threat itself.

Figure 4.2: Use of the circumstance relation in the Background Information

(BI) stage and Demanded Action (DA) stage.

A final part of this analysis lists in Table 4.3 the rhetorical patterns that were

found to correlate with these stages. Similar to results in Taboada and Lavid (2003),

the rhetorical relations are not random but signal different stages in the texts. In sum,

The Initial Address stage and Conventional Close stage were signalled mostly by one

rhetorical relation, whereas other stages were signaled by a cluster of rhetorical rela-

tions that shared some overlap with signaling other stages. Focusing on the pertinent

obligatory stages of the texts, the Demanded Action stage was specifically signalled by

the appearance of the condition, Joint, Circumstance, Sequence, Purpose, and Elab-

oration relation. Additionally, the Joint, Solutionhood, Elaboration, and Restatement

relations were realized in the Consequences stage.
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Table 4.3 List of rhetorical relations that coincided with generic stages in

the Corpus of Conditional Threats (CCT).

Stage Rhetorical Pattern

Initial Address (IA) Preparation

Background Information (BI) Background, Evaluation
Elaboration, Circumstance

Demanded Action (DA) Condition, Joint Circumstance
Sequence, Purpose

Elaboration
Consequences (CON) Joint, Solutionhood

Elaboration, Restatement
Justification for Threat (JT) Justify, Evaluation, Preparation

Cause, Evidence
Motivation to carry out

Demanded Action (MDA) Motivation, Background, Evidence
Elaboration, Purpose, Evaluation

Conventional Close (CC) Background

Closing (C) Background, Circumstance
Result

4.3 Comparison to Genres in the Georgetown University Multilayer

Corpus

This study has so far examined the distribution of annotated rhetorical relations

within threatening texts, and showed how they are employed within the generic stages

identified in the texts. Further analysis is in order, however, to explore how these

rhetorical relations are situated among other texts types. Therefore, this section will

compare the distribution of rhetorical relations in CCT and GUM, and discuss rela-

tions that are most relevant.

Since there are many text types in the Georgetown University Multilayer (GUM)

corpus and discourse relations under Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST), this allows
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for an effective comparison to CCT. Zeldes (2018) originally compared the propor-

tional distribution of relations for four texts types in GUM, namely Interviews, News,

Travel Guides, and instructional How-tos, to study variation in discourse structure

across spoken and written language, and compare texts with informative and instruc-

tional communicative purposes. The number of texts and tokens for these documents

are presented in Table 4.4. The number of tokens in the text types in GUM are com-

parable in size to CCT, with the main difference being that GUM has longer texts

but fewer documents per text type.

Table 4.4 Proportions of Texts in the Georgetown University Multilayer

corpus and the Corpus of Conditional Threats.

Text type Source Texts Tokens

Interviews (conversational) Wikinews 19 18,037
News (narrative) Wikinews 21 14,093

Travel guides (informative) Wikivoyage 17 14,955
How-tos (instructional) WikiHow 19 16,920
Conditional Threats NexisUni/MFT corpus 49 13,685

Table 4.5 presents four additional text types in GUM, including biographies, fic-

tion, academic texts, and forum discussions. This analysis offers a further comparison

of not only formal and informal language, but more written communication. It also

compares the remaining text types in GUM.

Table 4.5 Proportions of Texts in the Georgetown University Multilayer

corpus and the Corpus of Conditional Threats.

Text type Source Texts Tokens

Biographies Wikipedia 13 11,562
Fiction Various 13 12,082

Academic Various 12 10,966
Forum discussions reddit 19 16,920

Conditional Threats NexisUni/MFT corpus 49 13,685
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Figure 4.3: Proportional distribution of relations in the Georgetown Uni-

versity Multilayer corpus and the Corpus of Conditional Threats.

Figure 4.3 presents the proportional distribution of rhetorical relations in CCT

and the four GUM texts from Table 4.4. From these results, it is apparent that condi-

tional threatening texts and How-tos both use a relatively large amount of condition

and motivation relations compared to the other text types, in addition to using a

similar proportion of other relations. One notable exception is the sequence relation

which is utilized more in How-to texts than the other text types. A reason for these

similarities might be explained by the communicative purpose of the texts, which is

instructional. Conditional threats are less instructional than How-to texts, but still

attempt to manipulate a target to do something by providing demands, often with

specific instructions to follow to avoid a detrimental outcome. Alternatively, How-to
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texts generally provide instructions to follow for the speaker’s benefit. Instructional

content is directed at the reader, so this explains the prominent usage of the condition

relation in both text types, which express hypothetical situations concerning what the

reader would do or not do. This would also explain the higher usage of motivation

relations, where both text types motivate the readers to follow an instruction. Figure

4.4 illustrates this in a GUM How-to text, where spans 18-20 function as motivation

for a step in teaching the reader how to grow basil. Alternatively, Figure 4.5 highlights

an example of a motivation relation from a threatening text. In this case, the text is

presenting instructional information, but it is aimed at getting the target to follow

through with a proposed action.

A final note worth mentioning from these results is that they reveal low proportions

of the cause, evidence, and solutionhood relations within CCT and How-to texts.

Among these, the paucity of the evidence relation might seem the most surprising, as

providing evidence can be one strategy for persuasion. But this might be attributed

to the fact that shared context in threats can be high, so the addressee might not

need as much informative evidence. This suggests that discourse units in conditional

threatening texts do not primarily function to provide evidence, whether that evidence

serves to justify the threat or motivate the target to carry out a threat. Other relations

such as justify and motivation relations are utilized more for this function.

It is also surprising that conditional threats would have a lower frequency of the

sequence relation, considering that the rhetorical analysis showed that this relation

was strategically used in the Demanded Action (DA) stage. But even though solu-

tionhood was a strategic relation for signaling the DA stage, it was inconsistently

used in this stage and infrequent in the corpus. Furthermore, the low frequency of the

solutionhood relation may be due to lack of question-answer pairs, which are common

in interviews.
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Figure 4.4: Example of motivation RST relation in a how-to text from the

Georgetown University Multilayer corpus.

Figure 4.6 presents the proportional relations of the additional written text types

from Table 4.5. Similar to the other comparison, this analysis shows that condition

and motivation relations are proportionately dominated by conditional threats. While

this tends to be the case overall, reddit forum discussions also express condition rela-
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Figure 4.5: Example of motivation RST relation in the Corpus of Condi-

tional Threats.

tions quite frequently. Looking at individual examples in forum discussion texts from

GUM show that the condition relation is used to talk about hypothetical situations

surrounding the reader or individual, similar to How-to texts. Examining the CCT

corpus also shows that conditional threatening texts bear a resemblance to how forum

discussions use the preparation relation, even though the proportional frequency of

this relation does not particularly stand out. Many of the preparation relations in

conditional threats are realized as introductions such as, To all concerned parties and

Dear Judge Carroll. But they are also used to introduce new information that was

not mentioned earlier in the text or introduce a summary of what was already men-

tioned in the text. Some examples include one more thing, PS:, and warning, which

are general structuring devices employed in other letters too.

Similarly, in forum discussions, the realizations of this relation include many short

phrases, often with punctuation, that prepare the reader for a section of the post.

Examples found in GUM include, To explain:, one final thing, Look at it this way,

CMV:, Remember, Plot twist: and OH WAIT I THOUGHT OF ANOTHER ONE.
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Figure 4.6: Proportional distribution of relations in the Georgetown Uni-

versity Multilayer corpus and the Corpus of Conditional Threats.

These examples show how conditional threats and discussion forums use similar strate-

gies to highlight certain information to the reader and organize the text. A look into

the preparation relations and their realizations also brings to light the fact that con-

ditional threats, like discussion forums, can use informal language. Earlier, I demon-

strated that conditional threats have an optional conventional closing element, an

element shared by formal business letters. So it seems that conditional threats are

not strictly formal or informal, but instantiate different registers and levels of for-

mality.

Focusing on another pertinent rhetorical relation, the data shows that conditional

threats employ a similar proportion of background relations to biography text types.
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In biographies, background information is usually provided on the individual whom

the biography is centered on. Similarly, in conditional threats, background informa-

tion can be provided about the threatener. This was evidenced in the Background

Information (BI) stage from the generic analysis, where background relations also

coincided with this stage.

Figure 4.7: Example of background RST relation in a Bio text from the

Georgetown University Multilayer corpus.

Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8 show how these relations are used in a similar way- to

situate the reader in the context by providing background information on an indi-

vidual. The role that these relations play within the whole texts are slightly different,

as background information in threats are not central to the text but just provided in

the beginning of the text.
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Figure 4.8: Example of background RST relation in a the Corpus of Con-

ditional Threats.

In sum, a comparison of the proportional distribution of rhetorical relations

demonstrates how conditional threats share some characteristics with other text

types. In particular, texts in CCT share similar rhetorical patterns with How-to

texts, suggesting that the discourse structure of these text types are similar and that

conditional threats are partly instructional. This comparison also exposed not only

proportional usage of the preparation relation in forum discussions, but also similar

linguistic realizations, pointing to more informal characteristics of threatening texts.

Lastly, texts in CCT were similar to biographies in their expression of background

relations, in that they tend to provide background information about an individual.

But this was often in first person, unlike biographies.
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4.4 Lexico-Grammatical Features in the Corpus of Conditional

Threats and the Georgetown University Multilayer Corpus

This last section provides a further analysis of the lexico-grammatical features within

this genre. Specifically, I will examine personal pronoun usage, and compare the fre-

quency distribution of these pronouns in CCT to other text types in GUM. I will

then look at the syntax annotation layer to examine grammatical functions that are

pertinent to conditional threatening texts. Overall, this analysis will explore the typ-

ical features that occur in conditional threatening texts and test claims about typical

features of threats from the literature.

As a starting point for looking at the lexico-grammatical properties of conditional

threats, I will examine personal pronoun usage, as it seems to be a pertinent feature

of threatening texts in general. It also tell us if the text is more involved or infor-

mation, as high use of pronominal features correspond to Dimension 1 (involved vs

informational discourse) of register variation from Biber (1988).

This was reinforced by Gales’s (2010) Threatening Communications Survey, where

second person pronouns were listed as a salient feature of threats by students and

threat assessment practitioners. Gales (2010) attributes this to "a heightened sense

of personalization or focus placed on the victim of the threat"(p.100).

Gales (2010) tested these claims on the prototypical formal feature of threats,

and found personal pronouns to be frequent in threatening communication. But as

Muschalik (2018) mentions, results from this study are lacking in that second person

personal pronouns are not compared to other text types or even first person pronouns

(p.101). Consequently, Muschalik (2018) studied this further in threats from CoJO

and found frequent usage of both first and second person pronouns. Results also

showed that while first person pronouns appeared more frequently, there was not
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a significant difference between the two categories. Therefore, from the data in the

corpus, Muschalik admits that there is uncertainty as to whether the threats in CoJO

focus on the victim or not.

Comparing the use of personal pronouns in longer threatening texts, like those in

CCT, should offer more insights into the usage of this feature. It will also be helpful

to compare the usage of pronouns to other text types in GUM.

Table 4.6 Frequencies of pronoun usage in the Georgetown University Mul-

tilayer corpus and the Corpus of Conditional Threats.

Text type first person second person ratio

Conditional Threats 561 589 1.00 : 1.04
Fiction 453 126 3.59 : 1.00

Forum discussions 243 134 1.81 : 1.00
Biographies 19 3 6.30 : 1.00
Academic 3 1 3.00 : 1.00

Travel Guides 2 99 0.02 : 1.00
How-tos 2 51 0.03 : 1.00

Table 4.6 presents the frequency distribution of first and second person pro-

nouns1 in CCT and GUM, and confirms the frequent usage of both pronoun types

in threatening texts. Even with differences in corpus design of CoJO and CCT2,

results still show that second person pronouns are slightly more frequent than first

person pronouns. The even distribution between first and second person pronouns can

be accounted for by the fact that the conditional threatening texts contains generic

stages that focus on both threatener and target. For instance, the Background Infor-

mation (BI) element functions to provide background information on the threatener,

whereas the Demanded Action (DA) stage tends to focus on the target. Consequently,
1
Following Muschalik (2018), fist and second person pronouns were coded as I, me, my,

myself and you, your, yours, yourself, respectively
2
CoJO contains both verbal and written threats of various lengths, CCT is constrained

to longer written texts
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first person pronouns tend to appear in background relations and second person pro-

nouns tend to appear in condition, circumstance, sequence, and elaboration relations.

This is also confirmed by visualizing pronoun usage in ANNIS3 (Krause and Zeldes,

2014), and seeing where they cluster in discourse structure. Figure 4.9 demonstrates

the usage of second person pronouns found within the a background relation.

Figure 4.9: RST tree with second person pronoun in a text from the Corpus

of Conditional Threats.

Looking at the other text types, the high frequency of second person pronouns in

travel guides and How-tos is expected, as most of the text is focused on the reader.

In contrast, fiction and forum discussions focus on the first person and exhibit more

first person pronoun usage. So situated among these text types, the relatively even

distribution of first and second pronouns seems to be characteristic of this genre.
3
ANNIS is tool for visualizing complex multilayer corpora with many types of annotation
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Moving on to a comparison of grammatical functions, Figure 4.10 lists the pro-

portional distribution of functional labels in both CCT and GUM, presenting labels

that were prominent in conditional threatening texts.
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Figure 4.10: Proportional distribution of Stanford dependency relations in

the Georgetown University Multilayer corpus and the Corpus of Condi-

tional Threats.

From these results, the vocative dependency function is used frequently in con-

ditional threats when compared to GUM as a reference corpus. Inspecting the texts

shows that these functions were employed in the beginning and end of texts to address

the target of the threat. This would seem to be relevant for longer written threats,

where the vocative is calling attention to the reader before and after a threat is pre-

sented. Some of these realized forms include Remember Rocky -dump or die, and The

reason I write to you, Mr.Allen
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Figure 4.11: Example of vocative dependency function in the Corpus of

Conditional Threats.

Other grammatical functions that were prevalent in the genre include neg (nega-

tion), number, discourse, mark, aux and ccomp. These grammatical functions point

to syntactic constructions that are found in Gales (2010), including the high propor-

tion of aux (auxiliary) functions, corresponding to the frequent usage of modals in

the texts, and indicating futurity and intentionality. Moreover, the presence of the

mark function is due to the high number of ’if’ clause constructions in the texts as

presented in Figure 4.12.

Figure 4.12: "if" clause construction in the Corpus of Conditional Threats.

Lastly, it is interesting to compare the nsubj and nsubjpass grammatical func-

tions in the corpus4, corresponding to nominal subject and nominal subject passive,

respectively. These grammatical functions can point to how threateners use agency in

threats, and is worth pursuing since Fraser (1998) attributes agency as prototypical
4
In regards to total frequency in CCT, nsubj occured 1360 times and nsubjpass occurred

101 times.
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lexico-grammatical feature of threats, with "the speaker as the agent of the unfa-

vorable act"(p. 167). This is certainly attested in CCT, where the threatener often

assumes agency, as presented in Figure 4.13.

Figure 4.13: Example of nsubj dependency function in the Corpus of Con-

ditional Threats.

The frequent usage of these constructions, with I as the nomimal subject, not

only assigns agency to the threatener but suggests that these threats are direct. It is

possible, however, for conditional threats to be indirect as well. This is apparent when

the agent or details of the unfavorable actions are unclear, allowing the threatener

to remove agency from the unfavorable action. This is a also a strategy threatener

use, as indicated by the high proportion of nsubjpass functions. Figure 4.14 shows an

example where the threatener is not expressed as the agent of an unfavorable act.

Figure 4.14: Example of nsubjpass dependency function in the Corpus of

Conditional Threats.

While Fraser (1998) attributes agency to being typical of threats, it is not always

the case that a threatener will assume that agency. Of course, there are various

motivations of threats, so threateners may use this linguistic strategy as an attempt to

avoid consequences for the threat and remain within the "plausible deniability" zone.
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This information also tells us something about "pragmatic explicitness" in conditional

threats, which Muschalik (2018) describes as the expression of participants and action.

Conditional threats in CCT do not fall within the strict category of direct or indirect,

but can be more or less explicit based on specified information. And as the results

demonstrate, assigning agency is one of the main strategies used to move the text

along the cline of pragmatic explicitness.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

Based on this corpus-based analysis of threatening texts in CCT, this thesis has

demonstrated conditional threats as their own sub genre, revealing the generic struc-

tural potential (GSP), in addition to rhetorical relations and syntactic patterns that

are salient in the genre.

This research has filled a gap in the linguistic literature on threatening communi-

cation by examining the discourse structure of written conditional threats, whereas

other studies have focused on both verbal and written threats of various lengths. It

has also focused on conditional threats in particular, which present their own lin-

guistic strategies which threateners use to manipulate their targets. As captured by

the generic structural formula, texts in CCT contain the optional elements Initial

Address (IA), Background Information (BI), Justification for Threat (JT), Motiva-

tion to Carry Out Demanded Action (MDA), Closing (C), and Complementary Close

(CC). But the core defining elements identified in this genre include the Demanded

Action (DA) and Consequences (CON) elements. Furthermore, I have used rhetorical

relations as linguistic evidence for these elements and demonstrated how they are

used strategically within the texts to achieve certain communicative purposes. The

texts in CCT were also compared to text types in GUM, which contained the same

discourse annotations. This highlighted some similarities between conditional threat-

ening texts and instructional How-tos, biographies, and reddit discussion forums. The
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findings showed that conditional threatening texts are partly instructional, like How-

to texts, and partly biographical, like biographies. Additionally, conditional threats

shared common structural devices common to forum discussions and letters, high-

lighting both formal and informal aspects of the genre.

Lexico-grammatical features were also investigated in CCT using a combination

of POS tags and dependency syntax. This study found that personal pronouns were

frequent in the texts, and that a balanced distribution of first and second person

pronouns were a salient feature of this genre. This suggests that threateners focus

on both themselves and the addressee in larger texts. This study also showed that

the vocative grammatical function was used frequently when compared to other text

types, usually appearing at the beginning and end of texts to address the target

directly and bring their attention to the threat. This analysis also showed how nsubj

and nsubjpass grammatical functions were employed often in the texts to both assign

and remove agency for the threatener in performing unfavorable consequences.

One of the main strengths of this study was utilizing a multilayer corpus, con-

taining multiple independent annotation layers on the same texts, to reveal in-depth

structural and lexico-grammatical patterns of this genre. While these findings serve

as a starting point for investigating threats as a genre, more data is needed to see

if these findings generalize to other conditional threatening texts, or other letters

at large. Obtaining threatening communication is certainly challenging, but a larger

corpus could reveal different GSP elements and other linguistic patterns. Addition-

ally, further research can follow this multilayer approach and include more annotation

layers for deeper research investigations. Sentence type or coreferential information,

for instance, can be a fruitful area to explore in threatening texts. Lastly, further

research should consider other threat types, such as retaliative threats, which are

post-eventive and employ different linguistic strategies (Muschalik, 2018). Therefore,
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this alternative sub genre is expected to contain different generic stages and lexico-

grammatical patterns that are used to retaliate against a target.

In sum, the main implications of this work is that is provides a better under-

standing of the structure threats, how they work, how they vary within and across

texts, and the proportions of salient linguistic features. This is all important infor-

mation that is instructive in uncovering this under studied genre.

Looking at the broader impact of this research, these findings on threatening

communication can better assist threat assessment practitioners and forensic linguists.

While these results do not tell us about the likelihood of a threat being carried out,

they do present important information about the typical patterns of this genre. As a

result, this can be beneficial for cases of authorship attribution, where the unknown

author of a threat has to be identified by looking at distinct linguistic features of

individuals. So, in understanding the genre, one can make a better distinction between

idiosyncratic linguistic choices in threatening texts and genre specific choices. And

consequently, if an unknown author is identified and prevented from carrying out a

threat, human lives can be saved.
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